Abstract-This paper comprehends a systematic study of the prospects for an unambiguous assessment of the presence of two separate defects in silicon samples analyzed by temperature-and injection-dependent lifetime spectroscopy (LS). A large number of lifetime datasets are generated by simulating the presence of two defects and then fitted to a single-defect lifetime model. We have categorized the outcome in four categories: (i) a low overall fit quality and thus likely a combination of two defects, (ii) a high overall fit quality by dominance of one of the involved defect, (iii) a high overall fit quality because of symmetry effects in the model, and (iv) a high overall fit quality but no clear dominance by either involved defects nor presence of symmetry effects. We show that the presence of two defects can be ascertained through perceiving a low-quality fit to a single-defect model (category (i)), but we also show that a high-quality fit can arise from a combination of two defects (category (iv)). We show that in the case of categories (i) and (iv), it is possible to identify the two original defects through linear parameterization. In the case of (iii), however, the identification of two simultaneously occurring defects is highly ambitious and not practically feasible.
I. INTRODUCTION

D
URING the last 25 years, there have been a vast number of reports using Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) theory [1] , [2] to determine defect parameters in silicon from minority carrier lifetime measurements. In some of these studies, the contaminant/defect is intentionally introduced in large amounts, therefore it can be assumed that the introduced contaminant is indeed representing the lifetime dominating defect [3] - [14] . In other cases, the contaminant is unknown [15] - [21] , and in some cases the authors assume the presence of more than one lifetime reducing defect and consequently fit the lifetime curves with a combination of defects [3] - [9] , [13] , [15] , [22] , [23] . The questions we pose herein are: How ambiguous, or not, is this kind of fitting? What are the potential pitfalls? In this contribution, we are using our recently introduced defect parameter contour mapping (DPCM) method [18] , [19] , [24] to assess these questions using simulated lifetime data.
II. DEFECT PARAMETER CONTOUR MAPPING
DPCM is based on using SRH theory to calculate the fit quality of a simulated curve to a measured curve for a given range of values for the defect energy level (E t ) and the capture cross-sectional ratio (k). For every E t − k combination, the time constants τ p0 and τ n0 are varied until the best fit of the experimental data is obtained. The quality of the fit is determined by calculating an Average Residual Value (ARV):
where n is the number of injection level values and m is the number of temperatures taken into account. Advantages of using DPCM (and other lifetime spectroscopy (LS) methods that utilize E t and k parametrization) to determine electronic properties of defects are that no prior knowledge of the defect concentration is required and that we do not simplify the SRH equation for either high or low injection range conditions with the uncertainty that it introduces. Compared to the defect parameter solution surface (DPSS) method [25] , DPCM has the advantage that the extent and measure of the local minima of the fitting procedure are given directly in the plot by the brightness without introducing additional complementary plots. The DPCM code provides the magnitude of the min ARV and the corresponding E t and k values for as many bright regions as the user desires, just as in the recently introduced Newton-Raphson method [26] . The computing time for the plots can be adjusted (from seconds to an hour) depending on the desired resolution and range. More detailed descriptions on the DPCM method can be found in [18] and [24] .
III. APPROACH
To investigate how the lifetime curves are affected by the presence of two simultaneously occurring defects, we have simulated 36 combinations of nine different defects in p-type silicon (N a = 2 × 10 15 cm −3 ). To assert a good representation of the defect energy levels (E t ) and capture cross-sectional ratios (k), we have chosen a set of defects that serves to exemplify the diversity in E t and k space. The defects of choice are listed in Table I with their respective E t and k values. No suitable defect was found to represent a mid-bandgap defect with a k-value of approximate unity. Hence, a defect denoted as "DefectX" was created to represent this E t and k combination.
The simulation of lifetime curves was achieved by using SRH theory [1] , [2] to model the effective lifetime versus injection level curves at different temperatures according to
where
For every combination of two of the defects in Table I , we simulated the lifetime versus injection level curves at seven different temperatures ranging from 25°C to 230°C, which is the temperature range of our Sinton WCT-120TS lifetime tester setup. Using the relation τ p0 = 1/N t σ p v th , we simulated the lifetime curves corresponding to different ratios of the N t σ pproduct for the two defects. We chose nine points evenly spaced across the tie line defined by the linear combination of both defects (from 0% to 100% of one of the defects). This was done by tuning the ratio between the τ p0 s of the two combined defects, since τ p0 is proportional to N t when σ p and v th are kept fixed. Furthermore, to assure that all the lifetime curve sets would fall in the τ p0 range covered by our "universal case" DPCM analysis, we chose τ p0 values that would give us a lifetime curve at room temperature equaling approximately 50 μs at 5 × 10 14 cm −3 (the midpoint of the injection range for the DPCM analysis). The corresponding concentrations of the defects are given in Table I . Note that for this kind of examination, it is the net influence on the lifetime curve (the product of N t σ p ) that is interesting, not N t itself.
In total, we generated 36 combinations of different defects, each in nine ratios, adding up to 261 unique temperaturedependent lifetime curve sets. For each of the lifetime curve sets, we then generated a contour plot and determined the E t and k values giving the best fit to a one defect lifetime model. In this analysis, where we look at synthetic SRH lifetime data, we are not taking into account surface, Auger, and radiative recombination. When analyzing experimental data, however, these mechanisms need to be included in the DPCM analysis, such as in [18] , [19] , and [22] .
All the simulated curve sets, DPCM plots, and code are available through [28] . The lifetime curve sets and DPCM plots for the nine single defects (free of the impact of a second defect) are given in Fig. 1 .
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the following, we will look at the min ARV, and the E t and k values obtained from analyzing lifetime data given by the convolution of two defects when applying a one-defect model. First of all, we discuss the importance of the symmetry areas that can be observed in the DPCM plots. Then, we will look into whether the quality of the fit alone, namely the min ARV, can indicate the occurrence of multiple defects. Lastly, we will investigate linear parametrization and the possibility of comparing the analyses of restricted regimes of the injection level as a method to identify the presence of multiple defects.
A. Symmetry Effect
Studying the plots in Fig. 1 made from the single defects in Table I , they all have bright regions corresponding to the E t and k parameters of the defect used to simulate the data (circled in red). The overlap between the bright region and the annotated defect location verifies the validity of the method. However, for most of the plots, it can also be observed that there are other bright regions-not corresponding to the defect parameters of the defect that was simulated-indicating erroneous fits. An example of this can be observed in Fig. 1(a) : As expected, the plot generates a region of a good fit at the correct E t and k values of Cu(I), but other regions of seemingly good fits can also be observed: There is one bright region corresponding to a low defect energy and a high k-value in the lower right corner, as well as one bright region with the same k-value as the "correct" parameter set, but with E t levels in the opposite bandgap half.
What we observe are symmetry effects in the parameter space: Certain combinations of E t and k parameters produce almost the exact same lifetime data, giving rise to multiple bright regions in the DPCM plot, e.g., the DPCM plots and lifetime curves for Fig. 1(a) , (g), and (h). This is because of the SRH equation itself and the physical nature of the bandgap. A detailed analysis on these matters can be found in Rein's book [30] . Table I . The defect being simulated and analyzed is circled in red. Bright regions indicate E t and k combinations giving the best fit. This, in turn, means that some of the most common defects could generate very similar contour plots and thus there is no physical way by lifetime spectroscopy alone to know whether only one or more defects are occurring. An example of this is given in Fig. 2 , where the combination of Cu(I) and Pt(I) from Table I is analyzed. Fig. 2(a) shows the simulated raw data for the combination of defects (again, these are very similar to the lifetime plots in Fig. 1(a) , (g), and (h). Further on, the DPCM plot [see Fig. 2(c) ] is shown, illustrating the high quality of the fit by the white color. In Fig. 2(b) , linearization as given in [23] is shown. The linearity of the curves indicates the presence of a single defect. In Fig. 2(d) , a DPSS and a standard deviation plot given in [25] are similarly indicating a good fit and no ambiguity. The symmetry effect results in situations where multiple defects appear as one defect.
In the further assessment of backtracking the two defects in the combinations made, we are disregarding the combinations of defects that fall on the symmetry lines/areas of each other [e.g., Cu(I) and Pt(I), Cu(I) and Zn, and Zn and Pt(I)], as these combinations occur as single defects. 
B. Investigation of the Minimum ARV as an Indicator of Either One or Multiple Defects
In the DPCM plots, the quality of the fit is represented by calculating an ARV, which is a measure of the mismatch of the "measured" (in this case simulated) and a modeled curve. Since the DPCM method is based on fitting lifetime curves, at different temperatures, with a one defect model, it is anticipated that lifetime curves associated to a single defect would result in an overall better fit than lifetime curves associated to more than one defect. The hypothesis is thus that: If there is a combination of defects, we would expect the min ARV to be larger than for a single defect when fitting to a one defect model.
To test this hypothesis, we investigated the minimum ARV for 261 unique DPCM plots produced as described in Section III. The results were categorized into the following categories: i) high min ARV (low-quality fit and thus likely a combination of two defects); ii) dominated (low min ARV but positioned close to either of the "mother defects" involved in the combination); iii) symmetry (low min ARV but symmetry regions overlapping with either of the mother defects); and iv) low min ARV (but no occurrence of either dominance or symmetry effects). The conditions for category (iii) were covered in Section IV-A. In this section, we will discuss category (ii): Dominance by one of the defects.
When combining defects, there will often be one defect that is so much more recombination active than the other that it becomes the only defect detectable by LS methods. Notice that, in this case, the LS plot still produces a meaningful result in terms of pointing us to the parameters of the lifetime dominating defect. An example is given in Fig. 3 , where combinations of different fractions of the defects Pt(I) and DefectX are shown, all of them with a best fit coinciding to DefectX, even at 87.5% Pt(I). This is typical for category (ii) defects.
In the case of p-type silicon, the dominating defects are typically, but not exclusively, the ones with the higher k. (The opposite would be the case in n-type.) When combining defects with a similar k-value, on the other hand, the transition in the location of the bright region is more gradual, even if one of the defects is located deeper in the bandgap and thus represents a more effective recombination site. This kind of gradual change can be observed in the case of combining Cu(II) and Mo in Fig. 4 .
In the 252 plots of unique combinations of defects, 122 of the combinations fall into the criterion of shifting either less than 25 meV or 0.5 decades k away from either of the two mother defects (category (ii)). Another 50 fall into the criterion of not moving out of the symmetry areas/lines of one of the mother defects (category (iii)).
For the analysis of the rest of the combinations, we are interested to know if there are combinations of defects producing a bright region with low ARV that does not coincide to either of the mother defects. If such cases exist, this is interesting from the point of view that lifetime spectroscopy analysis in such cases can generate a misconception of a false defect that is merely a random product from analyzing lifetime data influenced by two other defects.
In Fig. 5 , we are displaying the min ARV extracted from the 261 generated DPCM plots. The nine subplots are showing the minimum ARV (y-axis) produced when combining each of the nine defects in Table I with the other eight defects at different fractions (x-axis). Note that there are 36 unique elemental combinations. In each plot, the 100% fraction is given by the defect annotated at the top of the plot. The differently colored curves point to the particular defect to which the annotated defect is combined with. In the cases where the E t and k values from the maps are coinciding with one of the mother defects by either dominance or symmetry effects [either category (ii) or (iii)], the points and the line in between them are made translucent. Examples of DPCM maps for each category are displayed in Fig. 5 .
From Fig. 5 , it is obvious that the combined defects, in general, show a higher ARV (>5%) than the pure defects (at 0% and 100%). There are, however, cases of low ARV, even for combinations of defects, e.g., in the example in the blue frame in the lower left corner of Fig. 5 where the min ARV < 5% despite having 50% of one defect and 50% of another. These cases are, however, rare; in Fig. 6 , we have categorized the 50%/50% fraction of all the 36 elemental combinations into the categories introduced in Section IV-B.
As shown in Fig. 6 , there is only one case (i.e., one blue square) where the combination of defects at 50% fraction produces a map with a low min ARV when the bright region cannot be associated with any of the mother defects (category (iv)). From Fig. 1 , we can establish that all the pure defects produce a min ARV below 5%. For the synthetic data used in this study, 6 . Classification of the 50%/50% fraction for the 36 elemental combinations. More than half of the cases are characterized by category (ii) that one of the mother defects is dominating the recombination properties of the combination or category (iii) that the characteristics of the fit of the combination curves are coinciding with the symmetry regions of the mother defect and so cannot be identified.
we can conclude that for a DPCM plot with a min ARV above 5%, this points toward the presence of multiple defects. When analyzing experimental data, however, there is an experimental uncertainty involved of approx. 10% [31] . In this case, the threshold for pointing out the presence of multiple defects adds up to 5% + 10% = 15%. A low ARV value <5% (<15% for experimental data) generally points toward the dominance of one particular defect.
In the next section, we will investigate if there are ways to identify the mother defects in categories (i) and (iv) cases.
C. Identifying Simultaneously Occurring Defects
When two or more defects are present at the same time, the resulting lifetime curves are given by the convolution of the individual defects features. Unless the lifetime curves of the defects involved have the exact same shape (symmetry effects), as discussed in Section IV-A, the influence of the defect with the E t − k combination producing the steepest curve (with positive slope) would be stronger in the low injection regime and vice versa in the high injection regime.
For the following investigation, we are looking at two different cases: one case from category (i) high min ARV, and the one case from category (iv) low min ARV (but not affected by either dominance or symmetry effects).
In Fig. 7(a) , the case of DefectX mixed with Pt(II) is investigated (the example used for cat. (i) in Fig. 5 ). In this case, the min ARV of the plot is 16.9% and, following the discussion in Section IV-B, we obviously would expect the presence of more than one defect. Fig. 7(a) II) shows the lifetime parameterized as a function X = n/ p according to Murphy [23] , and the presence of more than one defect is obvious as the data cannot be fitted to one linear expression. The data can be fitted by a harmonic sum of two linear expressions as shown for a single temperature in Fig. 7(a) II) inset. Using the lifetime data from the linear parametrization when assuming two defects, two individual DPCM plots can be produced. The resulting plots are shown in Fig. 7(a) III) and IV) and from the bright regions, we can see that we have obtained an overlap with the mother defects. For comparison, in Fig. 7(a) V) and VI), we have used the DPCM method to investigate if we, by simply analyzing the lifetime data in high and low injection ranges, can point out the mother defect. The results show that this approach works for neither the low injection regime nor the high injection regime as the bright regions of the plots are far off the mother defects indicated by the yellow circles. The impact of the other defect can hence not be accounted as negligible in either low injection or high injection in this case.
In Fig. 7(b) , the case of 50%/50% Au combined with Pt(I) is shown. This is the category (iv) example from Fig. 5 where the ARV is below 5% but not related to either symmetry effects or dominance. The DPCM plots from the linear parametrization assuming two defects also show here that the mother defects can be tracked as long as enough temperature data are available (the parametrization of the lifetime curves close to room temperature is close to linear). The approach of simply analyzing the lifetime in high and low injection regimes as in Fig. 7 (b) V) and VI) shows again that this approach is not viable. Although what should be noted here is that this approach will be increasingly valid, the bigger difference between the E t -value of the two involved defects there is. This threshold value is still under investigation and will be included in a future paper. Nevertheless, what we have shown here is that in the cases where two defects are occurring simultaneously, individually affecting the shape of the lifetime curves, it is possible to backtrack the identity of the two by linearization in combination with a lifetime spectroscopy (LS) method such as DPCM.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have modeled the temperature-dependent minority carrier lifetime of 261 cases of single and combined defects. The lifetime data are analyzed by fitting to a one-defect model, where a good quality fit is represented by a low ARV. The outcomes were categorized into the following categories: (i) high min ARV (low quality fit and thus likely a combination of two defects), (ii) dominated (low min ARV but E t and k parameters close to either of the mother defects), (iii) symmetry (low min ARV but symmetry regions overlapping with mother defect), and (iv) low min ARV (but not affected by either dominance or symmetry effects).
We show that the presence of two defects can be ascertained by determining a low-quality fit to a single-defect model [category (i)], but we also show that a high-quality fit can arise from a combination of defects [categories (ii)-(iv)]. For those combinations of defects that do not fall into categories (ii) and (iii), the mother defects can be tracked by linear parametrization as long as sufficient temperature data are available. Another important outcome of this study is the reminder that two contributing defects will appear like one single defect if they have E t and k values corresponding to symmetry areas of each other. It is, therefore, good practice in defect identification by temperature- In III) and IV), DPCM analysis from the linearized parametrization (averaging over the parametrized curves for the seven temperatures) assuming two defects are shown, both able to intersect the involved defects (mother defects) in the lifetime data (yellow circles). In V) and VI), DPCM is used to investigate if simply analyzing the lifetime data in high and low injection regimes can unravel the mother defects; but as the plots are showing, there is no designation to neither of the mother defects (yellow circles) by this approach. and injection-dependent lifetime spectroscopy to map the theoretical areas of symmetry (by, e.g., DPCM), for the suspected defect, to achieve awareness of possible simultaneously occurring defects.
